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From the Editor
Welcome to the 87th edition of the West Yorkshire National Trust
Volunteers’ newsletter. It is my pleasure to return to be the guest editor
for this edition. The last one I did was back in 1999 (No 47). In those days
the newsletter was a paltry 12 pages long, and the task reports were a
few lines in length (if you were lucky) - no photos either. In the
intervening years Mark, Colin, and latterly Georgina have expanded,
tweaked and modified to the magnificent 32 pages you have in store for
you.
Thanks to everyone who has contributed to
this issue, particularly Steve for his front cover
photo from our sunny task on Marsden Moor
in March, Colin, Mark, Liz and Neil for
proofreading the newsletter and Mark for
providing the regular bowling report. Finally,
thanks to all who have written a task report or
taken a photo. That is the biggest change over
the last 13 years, and is why it is such a good
read nowadays.
Contact details for tasks and socials are included in a separate
programme, which is emailed to members along with the newsletter.
If you’d like to send us anything for the next newsletter (due out at the
beginning of November), you can email us at
newsletter-editor@wyntv.org.uk.
Pete
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NEWS
Many congratulations to East Riddlesden Hall who were recently judged
the best small visitor attraction in England (having previously won the
regional prize as described by Georgina in the last newsletter). The
awards are the brainchild of Visit England with the aim of ‘showcasing
the fantastic range of high quality experiences we offer for visitors in
England’. For further information, and to see the other winners, visit
http://visitenglandawards.org/index.html.
Jill, the gardener at East Riddlesden, who was
part of the winning team, sent us the following
email to thank us for our small part in making
East Riddlesden look its best.
‘On the 22nd May staff from East Riddlesden Hall attended a
presentation awards evening for Visit England. We are happy to tell you
all that we won Gold and this means we are now officially the proud
owners of the title Best Small Visitor Attraction in England 2012. This is
an amazing experience and myself and Nick and all the team at East
Riddlesden Hall would like to pass on a huge thank you to all for all the
help you given over the years which has contributed
to us winning this award.
Back to it now though, down to earth with a bump,
and back to more balsam bashing (probably
completed by the time you all read this….Ed) in the
next couple of weeks! All the best to you all.
Jill’
For up to date news on East Riddlesden Hall visit their website and
Facebook page.
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/east-riddlesden-hall/
http://www.facebook.com/eastriddlesdenhall
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Malham Tarn Boardwalk Update
(information courtesy of the Yorkshire Dales Property Newsletter http://
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/servlet/file/store5/item828070/version1/
February%202012.pdf)
Those of you who have worked on the boardwalk around the Malham
Tarn National Nature Reserve over the years will be interested to learn
that it is finally finished (well – sort of!).
We worked on the original wooden boardwalk some years ago (12 I
think....Ed) and more recently have worked on several occasions on the
project to replace the very slippery, wooden structure with one made of
recycled plastic boards, less slippery and more durable. The property
staff and volunteers have also put in many hours on it and finally - 1058
metres, 7 ½ years and £80,000 later - it was finished earlier this year. We
ripped out the last of the wooden structure at our task back in October
last year and the property team laid the replacement. Apparently, they
had to lay it twice, as the very heavy rain at the start of this year caused
it to float out of place (it was a very wet stretch – see photos of task
report in the November 2011 Newsletter).
The YD Newsletter, tells us, however, that
some of the first stretches of plastic
boardwalk to be laid will, at some stage
soon, be replaced themselves. They were
laid using early versions of the recycled
boards, when the technology was in its
infancy, and haven’t coped with the conditions as well as hoped. The
newer ones are expected to be much better, apparently.
Jane
NATIONAL TRUST EASY WALKS
The National Trust have recently launched a series of EASY WALKS
around Yorkshire. As they say ‘These easy, friendly walks are generally
less than two miles in length and usually on good surfaces. They all have
a key theme or story that is special to the place where they are based.’
I thought it would be good to feature a couple of these, which we have
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been involved with.
First, Hardcastle Crags, of interest as we spent a long, but very satisfying
day last year, putting in the waymarkers for this walk.
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Second, East Riddlesden Hall, where we helped clear up the riverside
path after flooding over the winter.

For more information, and for walks across all the NT properties in Yorkshire, visit http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/visit/local-to-you/yorkshire/
view-page/item599649/
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TASK STATS FOR JULY 2011 to JUNE 2012

No. days
Beningbrough Hall
Borrowdale*
Brimham Rocks
Cragside*
East Riddlesden Hall

Hardcastle Crags
Marsden
Malham Tarn
Nostell Priory
Rievaulx Terrace
Upper Wharfedale
Totals/Averages
2010/2011
2009/2010
2008/2009
2007/2008
2006/2007
2005/2006
2004/2005
2003/2004
2002/2003
2001/2002
2000/2001
99/2000
98/99
97/98
96/97
95/96
94/95

2
2
3
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
3
25

No. of
people
16
31
38
22
60
24
34
10
48
14
42

25
27
24
22
27
25
25
24
24
22
20
23
23
22
24
20
21

People
/visit
8
15.5
12.5
11
20
12
11.5
10
16
14
14
13

People
hours
80
155
190
110
300
120
170
50
240
70
210
1695

12
12.5
16
16
14.5
11
10
12
13
14
12.5
13.5
15.5
15
11
13.5
12

1560
1660
1935
1745
1825
1395
1205
1465
1530
1600
1250
1550
1785
1620
1315
1340
1275

* - weekend tasks
Thanks to all who came on a task with us over the previous tasking year
(which historically runs from July to June). Average attendance was
pretty similar to the previous year and the total number of hours was
also pretty similar, although slightly increased.
Pete
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TIFFIN at HARDCASTLE
At lunch time during the recent Hardcastle task, Stuart produced a box of
perfectly made, and extremely delicious, Tiffin. Along with the Tiffin, was
the following letter from the baker of said treat, Stuart’s friend Bev.

Tiffin
Luxurious fridge cake of crunchy biscuit pieces & raisins
topped with rich chocolate
Includes: Green & Black’s organic dark chocolate
Green & Black’s organic milk chocolate;
British Butter; Fair-trade sugar; Fair-trade cocoa.

… to be enjoyed by all National Trust volunteers on
Sunday 10th June!
With best wishes —
& particular thanks to Steve, Jenny, Sylvia, Richard & Stuart
for the lovely walk (Dales Way) last month—

From Bev

Happy Volunteering!
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DETAILS OF UPCOMING EVENTS
Walk around Brimham Rocks and Pub Meal
Why not join us on Sunday 23rd September for a picnic, a walk around
Brimham Rocks followed by a pub meal. Our chosen Vintage Inn (of
course) is the nearby Nelson Inn in Hampsthwaite. Located on the A59
(Skipton Road) out of Harrogate, and only 10 miles from Brimham,
should be an ideal location after the walk. Of course, you would be
welcome to come along for just the meal. For directions to the pub, see
the following weblink
http://www.vintageinn.co.uk/thenelsoninnhampsthwaite/
For the walk we will meet next to Ye Olde Oak Inn in Low Laithe, which is
on the B6165 just along from Summerbridge. We will drop down to the
river for a picnic and then return to the cars before setting off for our (6
mile) walk.
** Cragside Weekend—3-4th November**
Our annual weekend on the former estate of the late inventor Lord
Armstrong. If you enjoy destroying rhododendrons, then this may be for
you. We meet in the car park near to the house, to start for 9.30am on
both days, however on the Sunday we aim to finish for 1pm and lunch in
the Trust restaurant, before the long drive home.
Anyone staying in Rothbury usually meets in the Newcastle Hotel on
the Friday evening (meals served until
9pm). It is also possible to drive up
early on the Saturday and work for one
day. Pete will book a meal for 7pm in
the Newcastle Hotel on the Saturday,
but he will need to know how many
would like to go to this (as well as who
will be coming for the day and who will
be coming for the full weekend). Please
let Pete know by the beginning of
October if you would like to come.
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DETAILS OF UPCOMING SOCIALS
Roseberry Topping and a day at the seaside—5th August
Why not join us on Sunday 5th
of August for a day out to the
Yorkshire coast. We will start
the day with a visit to
Roseberry Topping (OS Grid
93:NZ575126). This is a hill with
a very distinctive shape and is
just over 1000ft tall. On the
5th of August, the property are having a ‘Tea at the Topping’ event with
the promise of tea and cake available as a reward for the walk to the
top. A spectacular view is also promised. Meet in the car park at 10.30am
for the walk to the top.
Following this we will make our way a short
distance round the coast to Runswick Bay. This is
often described as a one of Yorkshire’s prettiest
villages and should have plenty to keep us
occupied. Meet at Runswick Bay from around
12.30pm onwards. You would be more than
welcome to meet us directly at Runswick if you do
not fancy the walk to the top of Roseberry
Topping. Runswick is located off the A174 and a
few miles north of Whitby.
For directions to either destination see the following weblinks
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/roseberry-topping/
http://www.yorkshire.com/places/yorkshire-coast/runswick-bay
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Programme—July to October 2012
Please try to call the named contact for tasks at least four or five days in
advance, i.e. the previous Tuesday or Wednesday. Task contacts need to
give wardens sufficient notice of numbers expected, as well as having
time to arrange tools and materials for us. I’m sure contacts would really
appreciate it if you could let them know should you have to cancel, and
it’s not much fun waiting around in a cold car park either! It is, of course,
possible to turn up without warning (we never turn any helpers away!),
but some tasks have limits on numbers, and if the work site is changed or
if the task is for some reason cancelled, then we won’t be able to let you
know. It also helps to make sure you know exactly where you’re going
beforehand.
Please mention to the task contact if you are happy to car share.
You can refer to the pocket guide to worksites if you are unsure of how to
find them, and you can now visit the worksite page on the WYNTV
website at www.wyntv.org.uk/tasks/worksites/, which you can use to get
directions from your own home.

Please don’t forget:
Packed lunch; sturdy footwear, preferably with
protective toe-caps; work gloves (please let the
task contact know if you don’t have any); waterproofs; spare clothing – we can get rather
muddy; sun cream – for the extra weight in your
bag it’s not worth risking it!; and insect repellent.
Wear something which is fine to get burnt, muddy or torn.
Unless the Programme states otherwise, we aim to be ready to start at
10am, usually finishing at 4pm.
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Wednesday 4th July —TENPIN BOWLING—Kirkstall, Leeds
Meeting in the bar of Hollywood Bowl at 7.40pm, ready to start at 8pm,
why not try your luck and be in with the chance of winning the WYNTV
Bowling Trophy? Please call Colin if you’d like to join us.

Sunday 8th July —TASK—Nostell Priory nr Wakefield
Built on the site of a medieval priory, Nostell has been the home of the
Winn family for 300 years. Contact James and Lesley to find out what the
task for the day is and if you would like to come along.

Sunday 22nd July —TASK—Brimham Rocks,
Summerbridge nr Harrogate
Brimham contains an amazing collection of
weird and wonderful rock formations, often
termed nature’s playground. Contact Steve if
you would like to join us.
Wednesday 1st August —TENPIN BOWLING—Kirkstall, Leeds
Please see the entry for 4th July , and let Colin know if you’ll be coming
along.
Sunday 5th August—Day out to the Yorkshire Coast
See earlier in the programme for the full details of our proposed day out
to the Yorkshire Coast. The plan is to first visit the top of Roseberry
Topping for tea and cake and then round the coast to Runswick Bay for
seaside fun. Hopefully it will have stopped raining by then. Ring Pete if
you would like to come to either (or both) events.

Sunday 19th August—Beningbrough, nr York
Please contact Geoff and Margaret if you are interested in joining us. For
up to date Beningbrough news follow their blog on
http://beningbrough.blogspot.co.uk/
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Wednesday 29th August —TENPIN BOWLING—Kirkstall, Leeds
Please see the entry for 4th July, and let Colin know if you’ll be coming
along.

Sunday 2nd Sept—TASK—Malham Tarn, Malham
This outstanding area of limestone pavement, upland hill farms and
flower-rich hay meadows provides a marvellous setting for walking,
cycling or just enjoying the great outdoors. Please contact Jane if you
would like to come along. For up to date info on Malham see their
Facebook page. http://www.facebook.com/YorkshireDalesNT

Sunday 16th September —TASK— East Riddlesden Hall
For generations, the East Riddlesden Hall estate was a hive of farming
activity, producing enough milk, cheese and bread to adequately supply
the household and its workers. Please contact Colin if you would like to
come along to the task. Expect bank raking or something similar.
Friday 21st September Committee Meeting, David and Jean, Ilkley
Everybody’s welcome to the meeting, which starts at
8pm. An informal affair with business usually over in an
hour or so, possibly followed by treats of tea/coffee and
cake, with a good chance for a natter. Please call Jean
and David, and remember to ask for directions if you
need them.
Sunday 23rd September — Walk and PUB MEAL—Around Brimham
Rocks and the Nelson Inn and Hampsthwaite
Please see preview earlier in the newsletter (meeting at 12.30pm for the
walk and 5.30pm for the pub meal) and call Pete if you would like to
come along to either (or both).
Wednesday 26th September—TENPIN BOWLING—Kirkstall, Leeds
Please see the entry for 4th July, and let Colin know if you’ll be coming
along.
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Sunday 30th September, TASK, Marsden Moor, Marsden
The landscape here supports large numbers of moorland birds and is a
Site of Special Scientific Interest, International Special Protection Area
and a candidate Special Area of Conservation. Please contact Ian if you
would like to come along.
****RING PETE IF YOU’RE GOING TO CRAGSIDE****
Sunday 14th October, TASK, Upper Wharfedale, Buckden
Please contact Neil and Georgina if you would like to come along to this
task in the beautiful Upper Wharfedale valley.

PUB MEAL— Cow and Calf—19th October.
Friday 19th October, 6.30pm Please ring Pete if you would like to come
along in case we have to book a table.

Saturday 3rd and Sunday 4th November—Weekend Task—Cragside,
Rothbury, Northumberland
Please contact Pete before the end of October if you would like to join us
for this weekend task.

Task Dates for the rest of 2012
11/11: Hardcastle 18/11: Rievaulx
2/12: Brimham 16/12: Nostell
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Task Record—March to June 2012
4 March—Brimham Rocks— 11 volunteers
Photos: Steve (1,2,3); Sophie—Brimham Community Ranger (4); Report: Steve

There have been days, that I would otherwise have spent indoors, when
volunteering has taken me out into the beautiful Dales countryside, in
glorious early morning sunshine, that bathed the dry stone walls of
Upper Wharfedale in brilliant light, outlining them dramatically against
their dark shadows. Then there was this day when I found myself stood
amongst other intrepid volunteers on a cold, wet, grey morning in
Brimham Rocks car park in falling
snow.

1

2

No time to dwell on the conditions
though, there were pond dipping platforms to be constructed, a story
telling area to be built and a bonfire to be lit. We split into two groups
with the usual suspects deciding it would be a shame to waste their well
honed fire lighting skills on any other tasks on such a cold, damp day.
Sophie, who was her usual cheerful self, had provided all the required
materials, including the necessary old doors, so with our previous
platforms as a guide, no time was lost on design and we got quickly to
work. John volunteered to wear the waders which given the very damp
state of the ground proved to be a wise decision. Corner posts were
driven into the ground, cross members nailed into position and the
doors/platforms screwed on top, all with rapidly cooling hands, and for
me at least, cold, damp feet. With the snow continuing to fall, spirits
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were lifted by Sophie appearing with tea & coffee which was extremely
welcome. All the recent rain had raised the water levels in the pond,
which meant the site for the second platform was under six inches of
water. That didn’t stop work and by lunch the platforms were in place,
complete with safety rails.
Off to the workshop for lunch but
not before gently steaming dry by
the fire. Having got warm and dry,
and deciding that however many
pairs of dry gloves you bring, some
days it’ll never be enough, it would
3
have been tempting to call it a day.
However, there was work to be
done so it was off to the wood behind the pond to the story telling area.
The seating area was constructed from a circle of tree trunks held in
place with stakes. Driving these into the ground with the sledge hammer
proved a good way of keeping warm. At
the head of the seating area there was
4
to be a throne for the ‘King & Queen’ of
the group. Making the best of the
available materials, a design was
decided upon which proved to be very
well thought out as it allowed for
continual changes and improvements
during construction; a very organic
progress. Two large stumps were dug
into the ground with small branches
across the top for a base with the back being two eight foot long tree
trunks leaning against each other. Quite an impressive construction.
Not a task I’ll remember for the blue skies and picture postcard views
but, despite of, or maybe because of, the weather one I’ll look back on as
being very satisfying, very enjoyable and very worthwhile. In fact, one of
the more memorable tasks of the year. Would I want to get out of bed
early on a Sunday morning to stand in a cold, wet grey, car park in the
snow again? Of course I would.
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18 March—Marsden Moor—11 volunteers

Photos: Steve; Report: Vinny

On arrival at the estate office, eleven optimistic volunteers were greeted
by a warm cuppa from Rob (the warden) – the forecast was looking good,
it might even be a day for the sun block! After a task briefing we climbed
into the minibus and headed out to White Moss on the south side of the
5,500 acre estate. We would be working on a section of the old Pennine
Way, laying reclaimed millstone flags on boggy sections of the path –
reducing erosion and its associated environmental impact.

We collected tools and started the one mile walk to the worksite. Stuart
was so disappointed at the possibility of leaving the moor in a clean, dry
state that he threw himself off the path into the nearest bog! Soaked to
the waist, with wellies full of soggy peat his day
was now complete!
Once at the worksite, Rob gave a tool and
technique talk which covered use of metal
poles and wooden posts to move the slabs
safely. We then split into two non-competitive
flag-laying teams. The sun shone all day except
for lunchtime, when we were joined by a large
black cloud. As we started back to work, shafts
of sunlight emerged through the clouds (that’ll
be the crepuscular rays then, Martin?).
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I suspect that
Georgina
had
consumed
too
much sugar at
lunch as she
spent most of the
a f t e r n o o n
running around in
circles - whatever
her motivation,
she seemed to be
having
fun!
[Georgina: you know
exactly what I was running from!]

At the end of the day the two teams
had laid an impressive 84 flags (twice
as many as last year!); allegedly
team B had laid slightly more but we
were unable to independently verify
this. On return to base one of the
regular moorland volunteers told me
that they expect to lay around 20
flags in a session – so well done
team WYNTV!!!

1st April — Malham Tarn — 10 volunteers—Photos: Pete; Report: Neil.
Our first task of the day was to plant a tree just above the Watersinks in
memorial to Sue, and to erect a tree guard to protect it from the
livestock. This part of the task was accomplished very quickly, as there
were rather more of us than was strictly necessary. Fortunately, that
gave those who were unable to contribute the opportunity to admire the
scenery and enjoy the warm (by April standards) weather. After little
more than half an hour’s work (and some discussion about the different
tree guard construction methods employed by different wardens), it was
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back to the minibus and up
to the estate office for an
early lunch. Sitting outside
in the sunshine was a wholly
unexpected,
but
very
welcome bonus.
After lunch, we headed up
to the walled garden for the
second part of the task. I’m proud to say
that everybody declined the offer of a lift
in the minibus, electing instead to enjoy
a leisurely walk. Our first task in the
walled garden was to weed the vegetable
patch, during which we also unearthed a
few of last year’s crop of potatoes! We
then fertilized the weeded area with
manure recovered from the bottom of
local cattle grids, in preparation for this
year’s plantings. Lastly, Tony had brought
up a van load of soil which was to be
emptied into wheelbarrows and carted
into the garden for future use.
Once again, the group proved
the old maxim that ‘many hands
make light work’, and all tasks
were complete before midafternoon. We then enjoyed
another stroll back to the office
(everybody once again declining
the offer of a lift in the minibus),
and even had time for a brew in
the courtyard before returning
home.
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Many thanks to all who donated in memory of Sue for both this tree and
this task, and also the extra task at Upper Wharfedale, where we
received enough donations to plant a whole orchard. We had a nice
email from Malham (see below) to thank us for the Malham donation.
.....Ed
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Saturday 28th/Sunday 29th April—TASK—Borrowdale, nr Keswick,
Cumbria—Sat 19 Volunteers, Sunday 12 report Pete and Jane, Photos Steve.
Spring comes round and once again it was time for our annual pilgrimage
to the wonderful valley of Borrowdale in the Lake District. As usual the
team comprised those staying for the weekend (around 12) and those
dropping in for the Saturday (6 day trippers). I was part of the day trip

team and was privileged to be chauffeur driven to the worksite by Stuart
along with Vinny and Jo. After our traditional bacon butty in the car park
at Keswick, we met up with the rest of team at Bowe Barn. The first stop
of the day was into the Ranger, Roy’s office to spy on a red squirrel just
outside the window. Then it was time to head off to this year’s worksite,
which was Castlerigg stone circle. It really is a magical place to work, and
somewhere we never tire of coming back to. We were very pleased to
see that the three notice boards we put in a few years ago were still
standing proud and being well used by the visitors. Then up to the stone
circle to plan the job for the day, which was returfing worn areas around
the stones. This is a recurring job that has to be done frequently due to
Castlerigg being such a popular spot. The lovely aspect of the job is that
the turf for the patching is taken from the side of the field, while the dirt
dug out around the stones is placed into the holes created by taking out
the turf, then reseeded ready for next time: perfect recycling.
The team was split into three teams: diggers, transporters and patchers.
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As with a lot of the jobs we carry out, the first area took quite a long time
as we rediscovered the knack of the job. At one point a scuffle broke out
amongst the transporters, allowing us all to jump in with our ‘turf war’
gag we had all been practising. At noon we were forced to take an early
lunch, due to arrival of a pagan wedding party comprising over a hundred
guests. They seemed to have a fine time: more laughter and cheering
than I remember from a more traditional wedding.

During the course of the day small groups of us also took turns in helping
Roy to collect hardcore from Bowe Barn and lay it around the notice
boards at each entrance to the site. These are obviously very popular
with visitors as the
ground around them
was
very
worn.
Hopefully
using
hardcore over a larger
area around them will
be more resistant to
the heavy footfall.
After
lunch
we
finished off patching
the
first
section
around the entrance
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(which Roy pronounced perfect – good job Issy and Steve – patchers
extraordinaire) and set about a few more areas. We probably did twice
as much after lunch as we got up to speed. I transferred from the diggers
to the patchers for the afternoon and very much fun it was too.
Sunday (over to Jane for the rest of the report).
Those of us who were staying for the weekend enjoyed a relaxing
evening at the Inn at Keswick (the pub formally known as the Keswick
Lodge) and then re-convened at Bowe Barn on Sunday Morning. With
Roy today was Reiver, his Golden Retriever. Reiver has been a regular
attendee at our Borrowdale tasks almost since we started going (which is
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15 years ago), but she is now 13 and, with failing health, only put in a
guest appearance this year. She spent a couple of hours with us, enjoying
a lot of fuss, then, in true Grande Dame fashion, retired back to the
pickup for a rest.
We returned to Castlerigg to continue with the digging, transporting and
patching, managing to complete several more areas during the morning.
Life became a little fraught for the transporters towards the end, as the
patchers tried to judge just how many turfs they would need to finish the
job, the diggers cut that many & the patchers then decided they needed
‘just 6 more’ – this happened several times, with we transporters
carrying not only the turfs, but the messages back and forth. The diggers
had to be careful where they dug now, as the area between the field
edge and the circle was cultivated during medieval times and has quite
clear ‘ridge and furrow’ traces of the old ploughing activity, which are
protected.
War between patchers and diggers was averted by the completion of our
final patch at about 1.00pm. There were still a couple of small patches to
do, but Roy has a number of property volunteers who will be able to do
that, and also to re-seed the area where we were digging. Roy
mentioned that he might try using different seed mixtures for a tougher
grass. As we stopped the wet weather, which the rest of the country had
been experiencing all weekend, finally reached us. We had been very
fortunate all weekend - Saturday had been cold, but with plenty of
sunshine, Sunday was very dull with a very cold wind, but stayed dry until
we had just finished. All in all another excellent weekend at Borrowdale.
See you next year!
If you are interested in keeping up with the happenings at Borrowdale
during the rest of the year, Roy has a blog at Ranger Roy National Trust .
There is a recent entry about Castlerigg with some history & geology
information, and also a report by Roy of this very task with some more
nice photos.
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Sunday 13th May—TASK—Upper Wharfedale, Kettlewell village to
Beckermonds and Cray — 14 volunteers Report Lesley, Photos Steve.
“Short but sweet” is probably the best way of describing the day's work
thanks to the excellent turnout. Peter had lined up two tasks, the first
removing an old, makeshift farmer's bridge across Buckden Beck and the
second some bank stabilisation on the path alongside the beck to the
waterfall.
The bridge, which basically consisted of two telegraph-pole-size sides laid
across the stream with wooden slats nailed on top, was soon demolished
by a small group of us. Once they had cut up the timber and removed all
the nails they joined the rest of the group working on the bank.

BEFORE

AFTER

At first sight, this second part of the task looked rather daunting. A large
section of banking had fallen away and taken the path with it so both
needed to be built up again. Fortunately Peter had the technical
expertise for this and we were there to provide the manual labour. This
involved some of the group searching for large flat stones by the side of
the beck and on the scree slope and carrying them across to the site.
Others were helping Peter put the stones in place, while the rest of us
filled buckets with the small stones needed for infilling. With such
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excellent team work the task was completed by lunch time and we were
able to walk across the newly restored path to view the waterfall. Whilst
it was tempting to have our lunch in such a lovely location, the wind was
so strong that the water from the waterfall was being blown upwards
that we decided to head for the shelter of the picnic site in the car park.

BEFORE

AFTER — Bank stabilised

After lunch Peter kindly offered to give us a guided tour of Redmire
Woods. These are not currently open to the public but there are plans to
open them up as soon as the necessary work to the gates and fences can
be undertaken. The woods, which were donated to the Trust in 1989,
were formerly part of the Buckden House estate and had fallen into
disrepair. They had been laid out as Victorian pleasure grounds complete
with waterfalls and stone seats which Peter pointed out to us. Plants had
been brought in from around the world including rhododendron, which
given the chance some members of the group would have started cutting
down! On the way back to the car park Peter explained the mystery of
geocaching (treasure hunting by GPS) to us and perhaps even inspired
some us to have a go at this increasingly popular activity!
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Everyone checking out the bank stabilisation.
Sunday 10th June—TASK—Hardcastle Crags, Hebden Bridge.
13 volunteers Report Pete: Photos Stuart
13 Volunteers (including three on their first ever task) turned up at
Hardcastle for a day of gentle balsam pulling. However, Drew judged it
too wet in the woods so, instead, we headed to the hill tops for a spot
of fencing. And what a
wonderful task it
turned out to be.
For once the reason
for the fence was not
to keep stock in, but
out. The fields in
question,
located
around the farm at
High
Laithe,
are
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designated as wildflower meadows.
Sheep, for some reason, find these
like a magnet: must be all that fresh
grass.
The aim was therefore to produce a
fence above the wall height (in
essence extending the height of the
wall) to keep the marauding sheep
out. Each run of fence has a
straining post at each end. These are
slightly
thicker
than
the
intermediate post, and have to be
dug in and then well packed so they
are solid. A brace is then placed
against the post in the straining direction. The picture below shows two
such posts in a difficult corner.
Next the intermediate
posts were driven in at
5m spacing. As usual
with a technical task,
we started slowly but
soon hit our stride
once we had done a
few straining posts and
intermediates.

Lunch was taken looking out over the valley. Stuart brought out the Tiffin
from Bev (see page 8), which was well received and soon disappeared.
After lunch the remainder of the posts were installed ready for the
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wiring. Two strands
of wire were strung
along the posts. They
were strained using
ratchet clamps, a
technique that we
had not encountered
before
(see
the
picture above of
Drew tensioning up
the two lines of
wire).
At the other side of
the field, normal
stock fencing was required. The guys in this team did a great job as it had
to go round a few corners. This fence also has more traditional netting in
that the wires used on top of the dry stone walls on the other sides of
the fields. All in all a fantastic task which everyone seemed to thoroughly
enjoy (even those who are normally not excited by fencing).
Pete

P.S. Peter also heard our first
cuckoo of the summer.
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Bowling News
Welcome to the regular round-up of WYNTV bowling action, summarising the highlights of the previous four months’ bowling. This was our
34th season, and featured an unusually small field of just 8 competitors.
The final league table stands as follows:
Player
Sandra Somers
James Deacon
Peter Clark
Colin Fowler
Neil Collins
Jo Puttock
Martin Kingdom
Lesley Deacon

G
8
18
2
30
2
12
21
4

B
130
127
144
195
125
127
173
79

A
91
110
130
149
108
89
142
62

H
130
105
80
57
97
113
50
125

C
88.7%
92.1%
90.7%
83.1%
88.7%
89.9%
88.3%
90.5%

P
221
215
210
206
205
202
192
187

G = Games played; B = Best; A = Average;
H = Handicap; C = Consistency; P = Points
Congratulations to Sandra, who, by a clear margin,
is the West Yorkshire NTV Champion Bowler this
season! This is the first time Sandra has won that
prestigious title, and she also achieved a new
personal best score of 130 along the way, so well
done! Sandra has played 32 games across 10
WYNTV seasons, with her first appearance being in
June 2008. There have now been 16 different
champions over our 34 seasons so far.
There were no other personal bests or other records broken this time,
though James was only one point off his previous best. Colin came close
to another double century, but he’ll no doubt be delighted to finish with
the best average and the best overall score, bringing to an end Martin’s
recent dominance.
Best wishes, Mark Wilson
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